Facts About Facsimile

HERE'S INTERESTING, REVOLUTIONARY NEWS ABOUT YOUR RADIO NEWSPAPER—EXPERIMENT OF TODAY, FACT OF TOMORROW

Above is one of the transmitters used by Radio Station WHO on its experimental facsimile broadcasts. WHO experiments are conducted from 12 midnight until 1 o'clock. Above, a recorder with news-strip.

Paul A. Loyet, adjusting transmitter for first WHO facsimile broadcast occurring February 4, 1938. Close-up of a recorder. An editorial from the Central Broadcasting Company is being sent through.

An example of the kind of recorder being installed in various homes, showing KSTP broadcast coming in.

S. E. Hubbard of KSTP and WWJ's W. J. Scripps examining the much-talked-about facsimile recorder.

Here is a reproduction of a KSTP facsimile newspaper strip used on one of the experimental broadcasts.